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Energetic ion driven MHD instabilities, which are 
toroidicity induced Alfven eigenmodes (TAEs), global 
Alfven eigenmodes (GAEs) with toroidal mode number 
n=O and energetic particle modes (EPMs) or resonant 
TAEs (R-TAEs), were observed in NBI heated LHD 
plasmas [1, 2]. Alfven eigenmodes (AEs) are predicted 
to be more unstable in a high beta plasma of LHD from 
the previous studies. 
In NBI heated LHD plasmas at low magnetic field (Et 
< 1 T), m-3 / n=2 TAE with large magnetic fluctuation 
amplitude and m-2 / n= 1 TAE are often observed. The 
TAE with m-2 / n= 1 is only observed in the initial 
phase of a discharge because the TAE gap disappears 
due to a considerable modification of the rotational 
transform profile caused by the effect of the finite beta 
and the net plasma current. We compare the observed 
frequencies at t = 1.8 s of the shot #27222 with the 
shear Alfven spectra for 3D magnetic configuration. A 
heliotron configuration is a 3D magnetic configuration 
having the toroidal field period number Np• A family of 
modes with toroidal mode number Nf = n can couple 
with the modes having the toroidal mode number n' 
satisfying the relation : n':i: n = kNp (k = 
.... -2,-1,0,1,2 .... ) [3]. In LHD, the N f = 2 mode family 
is composed by Fourier modes with n' = ... -12, -8, -2, 2, 
8, 12, ... etc. The toroidal mode coupling among n = 
2,8,12,18,22 and 28 Fourier modes is taken into account 
for the calculation of the spectrum shown in Fig. 1. The 
gap structures are produced through the mode coupling 
for all Fourier modes with different toroidal mode 
number in the same mode family. This leads to the 
formation of the envelope of all these TAE gaps. Good 
alignment of the TAE gap from the plasma core towards 
the edge can be realized by the large Shafranov shift 
and the decrease of the magnetic shear in such high beta 
case. The good alignment of the gap structure and high 
beam beta <~b!l> are thought to be responsible for the 
excitation of bursting TAE with large amplitude. 
The TAEs appreciably affect the energetic ion 
transport and/or bulk plasma confinement because some 
plasma parameters are simultaneously modulated with 
these bursting TAEs, as shown in Fig. 2. The transient 
decrease in the stored energy (d W/dt < 0) is explained 
by the transient loss of energetic ions in the course of 
the slowing down. The transient decrease in W 
corresponds to about 15% loss of the absorbed beam 
power by each burst. The loss rate of absorbed beam 
power is increased with the increase in fluctuation 
amplitude of T AEs. 
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Fig. 1, The shear Alfven spectra with Nr = 2 at t 
= 1.8 s of the shot #27222. The spectra are 
calculated for the 3D magnetic configuration. 
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Fig. 2, Time evolution of magnetic fluctuations 
and time derivative of the stored plasma energy 
dW/dt. 
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